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THE START-UP EXPANDS ITS RESTAURANT OFFER

UEAT SERVICES NOW AVAILABLE ON PERSONALIZED MOBILE APPLICATIONS
Quebec, Wednesday March 27, 2019 - After implementing both its self-ordering kiosk
and its ordering solution in restaurants, UEAT has recently started to offer ordering options
using mobile apps. Restaurant owners who want to update their online order by creatinga custom
application can now do so with UEAT technology.
Totry out this new feature, you can downloadthe Mandy’s application, UEAT’s first release, on your
smartphone or tablet. This allows you to easily navigate through the menu, select or customize your
meal and then schedule your order pick-up at the different restaurant locations, all this in just
a few steps.
Simple and inexpensive, the applications are entirely modeled on the online ordering solution
already created and integrated by UEAT on the restaurant website. "It's the same interface and
the same design, except it comes as an app that can be downloaded in seconds on a
smartphone or tablet. It's a big deal for our clients because the application does not involve
additionalintegration.Itisthesameonline ordering platform currently available on their website ",
points out Martin Lafrance, co-founder of UEAT.
Unlike popular platforms that allow online orders from various restaurants and delivery by a
third party, the application created by UEAT avoids such competitive proximity. In addition to
making life easier for restaurant owners, it promotes customer loyalty and creates the habit
of visiting the restaurant app when hunger calls!
ABOUT UEAT
UEAT was created less than two years ago by five young entrepreneurs, Martin Lafrance, Alexander Martin, Bernard Imbert, Matthew Perron and Sébastien
Huot, who wanted to offer restaurateurs the technological power of the biggest players in the industry. Combining optimal user experience, ease of use,
performance and artificial intelligence, UEAT offers the online order directly on the restaurants’ website, on interactive self-ordering kioks at the location, or,
morerecently,throughanapplication.Motivatedbythedesiretoaddress various issues, including labor shortage and the technology accessibility for restaurant
owners, in addition to wanting to provide the best user experience for the restaurant’s customers, UEAT aspires to revolutionize the way consumers order their
meal. Let us also mention that UEAT contributes to creating employment intheregion and the province with currently thirty employees based inQuebec City.

FIND OUT MORE :
www.ueat.io | facebook.com/ueat.io

